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AAA grade oﬃces located in Bellville’s sort aﬅer waterfront precinct. Adjacent to the artiﬁcial lake/quarry, this building
oﬀers exceptional oﬃce space with sustainability at the core of its design and construction.

TOTAL POINTS:

60

Central to major transport routes and public transport infrastructure, and in close proximity to major retail centres, this
oﬃce space provides a unique experience for its users and encourages good environmental practice during day to
day oﬃce life.

Sustainable building features include:
Energy eﬃciency within the HVAC system is vastly
improved through the use of the adjacent water body
for both heating (winter) and cooling (summer)
reducing peak energy demand and e energy
consumption by as much as 75%.
Above average fresh air ventilation rates coupled
with good air change eﬀectiveness and thermal
comfort, provide an indoor spaces that is both healthy
and productive.Low VOC and zero formaldehyde
ﬁnishes are used internally throughout the base
building, further complimenting the quality of indoor
oﬃce spaces.

Occupant water consumptions is drastically reduced
through the capture of rainwater on site and use of water
eﬃcient sanitaryware. Only non-potable water is used for
the irrigation of landscaping, and the attenuation of storm
water both on site, and in the adjacent quarry is beneﬁcial to
the surrounding waterways, and aesthetically pleasing to
the building users.

POINTS
ALLOCATION:

MANAGEMENT
INDOOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
ENERGY

The high recycled content in all steel used within
construction, reduction of cement in all concrete, as well as
the use of FSC and recycled timber formed the basis of
environmentally responsible material selection, and
together with careful management during the design and
construction, a truly green building was created.

TRANSPORT
WATER

Local connectivity to the surround retail precinct,
provision of fuel eﬃcient transport bays, and cyclist
facilities, encourage building occupants to change the
way the travel to and from work, as well as minimise
the need to pop out to the local store in a car during
lunch. Safe and well-lit pedestrian walkways link this
building to surrounding restaurants, retail facilities,
gyms, and much more.

MATERIALS
LAND USE AND ECOLOGY
EMISSIONS
INNOVATIONS
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